The Big chair

A big, comfy chair for one – a place to think, read, plan or just curl up for a nap.
Based on a deep-seated 19th Century English chair, our big solitaire chair has a relaxing raked back with a deep seat. It’s just
the place to settle down and relax. Perfect in plain linen, but also fantastic in a patterned fabric of your choice. Our Salon
stool works as a suitable footrest.
__________________________________________

Cassandra creates furniture and homewares, designed and made in the UK. She works closely with respected English
furniture makers and textile craftspeople to make pieces that reflect her quiet and understated aesthetic.
The furniture has been designed to be simple, useful and beautiful. Each piece has been carefully designed to fulfill a role
and to be able to move from room to room and home to home, as lives and houses change. The upholstered furniture is
made by highly skilled and respected furniture makers, using a combination of the best traditional and modern techniques
and materials.
The tables, stools, lamps and accessories are handmade, using a variety of English and European woods. Each piece of wood
is individually selected for grain, colour and personality, to create simple and elegant pieces that sit beautifully alongside the
upholstered range.
The signature quilts use both new and old fabric sourced from around the world, to create individual quilts that are beautiful
and practical.

The Big Chair
Dimensions:
H 90cm x D 110cm x L/W 88cm
( 35 ½ x 43 ¼ x 34 ½ inches)
Seat Height 45cm/17 ¾ inches
Seat Depth 72cm/ 28 ½ inches
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame.
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and
classic techniques. Sprung seat with coil strips, foam
feather wrap seat cushions and feather/fibre backs.
Black nail detailing.
Fabric:
8 metres or 100 sqft hide.
COM.
Upholstery finishing options:
Plain as standard, or buttoned as bespoke.
Legs:
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany.
Casters:
British brass, finished in lacquered or antiqued finish.
Lead time:
8-10 weeks.
Bespoke:
Please get in touch for bespoke options
Shipping:
We ship to the UK and abroad. Please ask for more
details and a quote.
Price:
£2790 incl VAT + fabric

For more details:
Please email cassandra@cassandraellis.co.uk to discuss fabric
choices, bespoke options and to answer any questions.

